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PROSPECTUS

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

GUARANTEES

of

$6,270,049,000

of

SEARS ROEBUCK ACCEPTANCE CORP.

DEBT SECURITIES

Sears, Roebuck and Co. ("Sears") will fully and unconditionally guarantee payment of the debt securities to be issued
by Sears Roebuck Acceptance Corp. ("SRAC"). SRAC may from time to time sell up to $6,270,049,000 aggregate
initial offering price of its debt securities. These debt securities may consist of debentures, notes or other types of
unsecured debt. This prospectus contains a general description of the guarantees of Sears and the debt securities that
SRAC may offer for sale. All remaining material terms of these guarantees and debt securities will be described in
supplements to this prospectus.

Neither the Securities and Exchange Commission nor any state securities commission has approved or disapproved of
these securities or passed upon the adequacy or accuracy of this prospectus. Any representation to the contrary is a
criminal offense.

April 2,  2004

Neither Sears nor SRAC has authorized any dealer, salesman or other person to give any information or to make any
representation other than those contained or incorporated by reference in this prospectus and the accompanying
supplement to this prospectus.
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You must not rely upon any information or representation not contained or incorporated by reference in this prospectus or the
accompanying prospectus supplement as if Sears or SRAC had authorized it. This prospectus and the accompanying supplement to this
prospectus do not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities other than the registered securities to
which they relate, nor do this prospectus and the accompanying supplement to this prospectus constitute an offer to sell or the
solicitation of an offer to buy securities in any jurisdiction to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such offer or solicitation in such
jurisdiction. The information contained in this prospectus and the supplement to this prospectus is accurate as of the dates on their
covers. When Sears or SRAC delivers this prospectus or a supplement or makes a sale pursuant to this prospectus, neither Sears nor
SRAC is implying that the information is current as of the date of the delivery or sale.

In connection with the issue of any debt securities, an underwriter, if any, disclosed as stabilizing manager in the
applicable supplement to this prospectus, or any person acting for it, may over-allot or effect transactions with a view
to supporting the market price of such debt securities or any associated securities at a level higher than that which
might otherwise prevail for a limited period after the issue date. However, there may be no obligation on such
stabilizing manager or any agent of it to do this. Such stabilizing, if commenced, may be discontinued at any time, and
must be brought to an end after a limited period.
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AVAILABLE INFORMATION

Sears and SRAC are required to file reports and other information with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Sears also files proxy statements with the Commission. You can inspect and copy these reports, proxy statements and
other information at the public reference facilities of the Commission, in Room 1024, 450 Fifth Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20549. You can also obtain copies of these materials from the public reference room of the
Commission at 450 Fifth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20549, at prescribed rates. You may call the Commission at
1-800-SEC-0330 for information on the operation of the public reference room. The Commission also maintains a
web site that contains reports, proxy and information statements and other information regarding registrants that file
electronically with the Commission (http://www.sec.gov). You can inspect reports and other information concerning
SRAC and Sears at the office of the New York Stock Exchange, Inc., 20 Broad Street, New York, New York 10005.
You can also inspect reports, proxy statements and other information concerning Sears at the offices of the Chicago
Stock Exchange Incorporated, 440 South LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 60605, and the Pacific Exchange, Inc., 301
Pine Street, San Francisco, California 94104.

Sears has filed a registration statement and related exhibits with the Commission under the Securities Act of 1933, as
amended. The registration statement contains additional information about Sears, its guarantees, SRAC and its debt
securities. You may inspect the registration statement and exhibits without charge at the office of the Commission at
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450 Fifth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20549, and you may obtain copies from the Commission at prescribed rates.

REPORTS TO HOLDERS OF DEBT SECURITIES

SRAC will send its annual reports to the holders of its debt securities. These annual reports will include financial
information that independent public accountants have audited and reported on, as well as other information about
SRAC.

INCORPORATION OF CERTAIN DOCUMENTS BY REFERENCE

Sears and SRAC incorporate and make part of this prospectus by reference the following documents, filed by Sears
and SRAC with the Commission pursuant to Section 13 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended:

the Annual Reports on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended January 3, 2004, filed by Sears and SRAC; and• 
all documents filed by Sears or SRAC with the Commission pursuant to Sections 13(a), 13(c), 14 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934, as amended, on or after the date of the initial filing of the registration statement to which this prospectus relates and
before SRAC stops offering the debt securities.

• 

To receive a free copy of any of the documents incorporated by reference in this prospectus (other than exhibits,
unless they are specifically incorporated by reference in the documents), call or write Sears, Roebuck and Co., 3333
Beverly Road, Hoffman Estates, Illinois 60179, Attention: Vice President, Deputy General Counsel - Corporate
(847/286-2500), or Sears Roebuck Acceptance Corp., 3711 Kennett Pike, Greenville, Delaware 19807, Attention:
Vice President, Finance (302/434-3100).

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

Sears originated from an enterprise established in 1886 and incorporated under the laws of New York in 1906. Its
principal executive offices are located at 3333 Beverly Road, Hoffman Estates, Illinois 60179 (847/286-2500). Sears
is a multi-line retailer that offers a wide array of merchandise and related services and is among the largest retailers in
North America.
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SEARS ROEBUCK ACCEPTANCE CORP.

SRAC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Sears that was incorporated under the laws of Delaware in 1956. Its general
offices are located at 3711 Kennett Pike, Greenville, Delaware 19807 (302/434-3100). It raises funds primarily by
issuing commercial paper, medium-term notes and discrete underwritten debt. It uses the proceeds from its borrowings
to acquire short-term notes of Sears, which uses the funds it obtains from SRAC for general funding purposes.

SRAC generates income primarily from the earnings on its investment in the notes of Sears. The interest rate on Sears'
notes is presently calculated so that SRAC maintains an earnings to fixed charges ratio of at least 1.25. The yield on
SRAC's investment in Sears notes is related to SRAC's borrowing costs. As a result, movements in interest rates and
changes in Sears borrowing requirements cause SRAC's earnings to fluctuate. The indentures relating to SRAC's debt
securities require SRAC to maintain a ratio of earnings to fixed charges of not less than 1.10 for any fiscal quarter
(determined in accordance with Item 503(d) of Regulation S-K promulgated by the Commission) and to cause Sears to
maintain ownership of all of SRAC's voting stock as long as any of SRAC's debt securities are outstanding. Sears has
agreed to pay SRAC the amounts that are necessary for SRAC to maintain an earnings to fixed charges ratio of at least
1.10 and has agreed to maintain ownership of all of SRAC's voting stock as long as any of SRAC's debt securities are
outstanding. See "Description of SRAC Debt Securities and Sears Guarantees- Indenture Restrictions."
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USE OF PROCEEDS

Sears will not receive any proceeds from the issuance of the guarantees. SRAC generally will add the net proceeds it
receives from the sale of its debt securities to its general funds and use the proceeds to reduce its short-term debt or
increase its investment portfolio.

4

RATIO OF EARNINGS TO FIXED CHARGES

The interest rate on SRAC's investment in Sears notes is presently calculated to provide SRAC with earnings
sufficient to cover its fixed charges at least 1.25 times. The ratios of earnings to fixed charges for SRAC and Sears for
the years ended on the dates set forth in the following table were as follows:

January 3, 
2004

December 28, 
2002

December 29,
2001

December 30,
2000

January 1, 
2000

Sears
(A)..........................

3.74 2.86 1.76 2.59 2.72

SRAC
(B).........................

1.26 1.26 1.26 1.26 1.25

(A)

fixed charges = interest expense + amortization of debt discount and expense + the portion of
operating lease rentals which Sears estimates represents the interest element in such rentals +
interest capitalized

(B)
earnings = net income + fixed charges + income taxes

fixed charges = interest expense + amortization of debt discount and expense
DESCRIPTION OF SRAC DEBT SECURITIES AND SEARS GUARANTEES

This prospectus describes certain general terms and provisions of SRAC's unsecured debt securities that may be
guaranteed by Sears. When SRAC offers to sell a particular series of debt securities that are guaranteed by Sears,
Sears and SRAC will describe the specific terms of the series in a supplement to this prospectus. Sears and SRAC will
also indicate in the supplement whether the general terms and provisions described in this prospectus and in the
separate prospectus relating solely to the SRAC debt securities apply to a particular series of debt securities.

The debt securities are to be issued under either an indenture dated as of May 15, 1995, as supplemented by a first
supplemental indenture dated November 3, 2003, between SRAC and JPMorgan Chase Bank, as trustee, or an
indenture dated as of October 1, 2002, as supplemented by a first supplemental indenture dated November 3, 2003,
between SRAC and BNY Midwest Trust Company, as trustee. The terms of each indenture are identical in all material
respects. SRAC also may enter into an indenture with one or more other eligible trustees. SRAC will identify the
trustee and the particular indenture under which it is issuing each series of its debt securities in the applicable
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supplement to this prospectus.

The following sections summarize certain provisions of Sears' guarantees and SRAC's debt securities and indentures.
This summary is qualified by and subject to the actual provisions of the Sears guarantees and the indenture under
which SRAC is issuing a particular series of debt securities. SRAC has filed the indentures with the Commission and
each of them is incorporated by reference in this prospectus. References below to the "indenture" and the "trustee"
refer to the applicable indenture and trustee identified in a prospectus supplement relating to a particular series of debt
securities. Section references in parentheses below are references to particular provisions of each indenture.

General Terms

The debt securities will be unsecured obligations of SRAC.

SRAC can issue an unlimited amount of debt securities under the indenture, and can issue them from time to time in
one or more series.

5

If any of the following terms apply to a particular series of debt securities that SRAC offers to sell, the supplement to
this prospectus will describe the applicable terms:

the title• 
any limit on the aggregate principal amount• 
the maturity date or dates• 
the issue price• 
the interest rate or rates (which may be fixed or variable)• 
the date from which interest will accrue• 
the interest payment dates (including the first interest payment date)• 
the record dates for the interest payment dates• 
any optional or mandatory redemption, conversion or exchange provisions and whether you have or SRAC has the right to use these
provisions

• 

any subordination provisions• 
any sinking fund provisions• 
the amount payable upon acceleration of the maturity date, if the amount is not the principal amount of the debt securities• 
the terms of any warrants attached to the debt securities• 
the currencies that you may use to purchase the debt securities and that SRAC may use to pay principal, any premium and interest• 
any index SRAC will use to determine the amount of principal, premium and interest payments• 
whether SRAC will issue the debt securities as one or more global securities to be held for investors by a depository and, if so, the
name of the depository

• 

the places where the principal, any premium and interest will be payable, if those places are not set forth in the indenture• 
any other terms that are consistent with the indenture that may modify or delete any provision of the indenture to the extent the
provision applies to such series

• 

SRAC will pay principal and any premium and may pay any interest at the office of the paying agent it maintains for
such purposes in the Borough of Manhattan of The City of New York. You may transfer your beneficial interests in
debt securities (other than debt securities represented by global securities) at the same office. SRAC may also
designate other locations for payments and transfers in the city in which its principal executive offices are located or
the city in which the principal corporate trust office of the trustee is located. Unless SRAC specifies otherwise in the
supplement to this prospectus, the locations for payment and transfer initially will include a designated office of the
trustee in the Borough of Manhattan of The City of New York and SRAC's principal executive offices in Greenville,
Delaware.

6
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SRAC will generally pay interest on its debt securities by checks mailed to you at your registered address, unless you
make other arrangements or the debt securities are represented by a global security. (Sections 2.5, 3.1, 3.2) If the debt
securities are represented by global securities, SRAC will provide information about payment of principal, any
premium and interest and about transfers of beneficial interests in the global securities in the supplement to this
prospectus.

If SRAC has indicated in the supplement to this prospectus that it will pay principal, any premium and interest in a
currency other than U.S. dollars and that currency is unavailable for payment due to circumstances beyond SRAC's
control, SRAC will pay the principal, any premium and interest in U.S. dollars. The exchange rate will be the most
recent noon buying rate in The City of New York for cable transfers in the unavailable currency, as certified for
customs purposes by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. (Section 2.12)

SRAC will issue its debt securities only in fully registered form, without coupons. The debt securities will be issued in
denominations of $1,000 or an integral multiple of $1,000, unless SRAC indicates otherwise in the supplement to this
prospectus. (Section 2.2)

You will not have to pay a service charge to register a transfer or exchange of debt securities. However, SRAC may
require you to pay an amount sufficient to cover any tax or other governmental charge in connection with the transfer
or exchange. (Section 2.5)

SRAC may issue debt securities at a discounted price with provisions that permit it to pay less than the principal
amount if the holders of the debt securities accelerate the maturity date as a result of a continuing default. If SRAC
chooses to issue these discounted debt securities, it will describe the federal income tax consequences and other
special considerations in the supplement to this prospectus.

If your beneficial interest in these debt securities are held of record in the name of a depositary or other nominee, you
must notify such depositary or nominee to take action, under the indenture or otherwise, on your behalf as holder of
the debt securities.

Indenture Restrictions

The indenture provides that SRAC will maintain a ratio of earnings to fixed charges in every fiscal quarter of at least
1.10 and that it will cause Sears to maintain ownership of all of SRAC's voting stock. SRAC determines its ratio of
earnings to fixed charges in accordance with Item 503(d) of Regulation S-K promulgated by the Commission, as in
effect on the date of the indenture. SRAC has letter agreements with Sears pursuant to which Sears has agreed, for the
benefit of the holders of SRAC's debt securities, that

Sears will pay SRAC amounts which, when added to SRAC's other earnings, will be sufficient for SRAC to maintain the fixed charge
coverage ratio required by the indenture; and

• 

Sears will maintain ownership of SRAC's voting stock as long as SRAC is required to cause Sears to do so.• 

The indenture provides that SRAC will cause Sears to observe and perform in all material respects all covenants or
agreements of Sears contained in the letter agreements and will not amend, waive, terminate or otherwise modify any
provision of the letter agreements. (Section 3.6)

Defaults

If any of the following occur in connection with any series of SRAC's debt securities, SRAC will be in default under
those debt securities:

if SRAC fails to pay the principal amount and any premium on the series when due and payable;• 
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if SRAC fails for 30 days after any interest payment date to pay any interest that has become due (unless it deposits the entire amount
due with the trustee or with a paying agent within 30 days after the due date);

• 

if SRAC fails to perform any of its other covenants under the indenture that apply to that series of debt securities and does not cure
that failure for 60 days after it receives written notice that it has failed to perform from holders of a majority of the principal amount of
the particular series of debt securities or the trustee;

• 

if any of SRAC's creditors or creditors of Sears, including holders of SRAC's debt securities from a different series, accelerates the
maturity date of $100,000,000 or more in principal amount of SRAC debt or Sears debt as a result of an event of default under any
relevant mortgage, indenture or instrument, and that creditor does not rescind or annul the acceleration within 30 days after SRAC
receives written notice of default from holders of a majority of the principal amount of the particular series of debt securities or the
trustee; however, if the maturity date was accelerated as a result of compliance with applicable laws, court orders or governmental
decrees or if the default is remedied or cured by SRAC or Sears or waived by the holders thereof or the debt is discharged prior to the
time that the holders of the particular series of SRAC debt securities or the trustee take action to accelerate the maturity of these SRAC
debt securities or before the trustee receives a judgment in its favor, then SRAC will not be in default under this provision;

• 

if SRAC takes specified actions in connection with a bankruptcy, insolvency or reorganization; or• 
if SRAC commits an act or omission that the supplement to this prospectus identifies as an event of default.• 

Unless the supplement to this prospectus specifies otherwise, if SRAC defaults on a particular series of debt securities
and the default is continuing, the holders of a majority of the principal amount of the outstanding debt securities of
that series or the trustee may accelerate the maturity date of those debt securities. To accelerate the maturity date,
those holders or the trustee must declare that the principal amount of the debt securities of that series is immediately
due and payable. In certain circumstances, holders of a majority of the principal amount of outstanding debt securities
of the series may annul the acceleration of the maturity date. (Section 6.1)

Within 90 days after a default for any series of debt securities occurs, the trustee must notify the holders of debt
securities of that series of the default if it is known to the trustee and SRAC has not remedied it. A default means the
events specified above without the grace periods or notice. The trustee may withhold notice to the holders of debt
securities of any default (except in the payment of principal or interest) if it in good faith considers this withholding to
be in the best interests of the holders. (Section 10.3)

SRAC is required to file an annual certificate with the trustee, signed by an officer, about any default by SRAC under
any provision of the indenture. (Section 3.4)

Before holders of debt securities have a right to institute a proceeding to enforce the indenture or to obtain a remedy
provided for by the indenture:

holders of debt securities must notify the trustee of a default in writing;• 
holders of a majority of the principal amount of outstanding debt securities of the particular series must request in writing that the
trustee institute the proceeding;

• 

holders of a majority of the principal amount of outstanding debt securities of the particular series must offer reasonable indemnity to
the trustee if the trustee institutes the proceeding; and

• 

the trustee must neglect or refuse to institute the proceeding within a reasonable time.• 

8

These requirements do not prevent a holder from enforcing the payment of principal and interest on the debt securities
held by such holder on or after the relevant principal or interest due dates. (Section 6.7)

Modification or Amendment of the Indenture

SRAC may amend the indenture with the consent of the holders of a majority of the aggregate principal amount of the
outstanding debt securities of each series affected by the amendment. SRAC may not make any amendment without
the consent of the holders of each affected debt security then outstanding if that amendment will:
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permit SRAC to change the time of payment of any payment on the debt securities, reduce any payment on the debt securities, or
change the currency in which SRAC makes any payments on the debt securities; or

• 

reduce the percentage of holders of any series of debt securities whose consent is required to amend the indenture.• 

However, SRAC may amend the indenture without the consent of the holders if the amendment adds to the covenants
of SRAC for the benefit of the holders and for other similar reasons. (Article XI)

Defeasance

Termination of Specified Obligations

Unless SRAC provides otherwise in the supplement to this prospectus, SRAC may terminate some of its obligations
under the indenture with respect to the debt securities of any series by depositing with the trustee or a paying agent, in
trust, any combination of the following in an amount sufficient to pay the principal, any premium and each installment
of interest on the debt securities of that series on the dates these payments are due:

money;• 
securities backed by the full faith and credit of the United States of America that the issuer cannot call or redeem (if the debt securities
with respect to which SRAC is terminating some of its obligations are denominated in U.S. dollars);

• 

specified depository receipts for any non-callable and non-redeemable securities backed by the full faith and credit of the United States
of America, or for a specific payment of interest on or principal of any such securities, issued by a bank or trust company as custodian
(if the debt securities with respect to which SRAC is terminating some of its obligations are denominated in U.S. dollars); or

• 

other securities that, when deposited in trust, alone or in combination with other items in this list, will result in a nationally recognized
rating agency rating SRAC's debt securities in the highest generic long-term debt rating category applicable to debt issued by an issuer
that has been released from its obligations to the same extent that SRAC has been (if the debt securities with respect to which SRAC is
terminating some of its obligations are denominated in a foreign currency).

• 

As a prerequisite to establishing such a trust, in addition to other requirements, SRAC must receive a ruling from the
Internal Revenue Service or an opinion of counsel who is not its employee. The ruling or opinion must state that the
holders of the debt securities with respect to which SRAC is terminating some of its obligations will not recognize
income, gain or loss for federal income tax purposes as a result of the deposit with the trustee and termination of these
obligations. The ruling or opinion must also state that those holders will be subject to federal income tax on the same
amount, in the same manner and at the same times as would have been the case if SRAC had not deposited money or
securities with the trustee and terminated these obligations. SRAC must also receive an opinion of counsel stating that,
after 90 days, either the trust deposit will not be subject to the effect of any applicable bankruptcy,

9

insolvency, reorganization or similar laws affecting creditors' rights generally or that the holders' rights would be
adequately protected despite the application of such laws to the trust funds.

Notwithstanding the deposit with the trustee or paying agent and compliance with the additional requirements
described above or in the indenture, SRAC's obligations under the indenture to do the following with respect to a
series will remain in full force and effect until SRAC has paid the debt securities of that series in full:

pay principal, premium (if any) and interest;• 
register the transfer or exchange of the debt securities;• 
replace mutilated, destroyed, lost and stolen debt securities;• 
maintain paying agencies; and• 
hold monies for payment in trust. (Section 13.4)• 

If and when the Internal Revenue Service can provide a ruling, or counsel can provide an opinion as described above,
without reliance upon the continuation of SRAC's obligations regarding the payment of principal, premium (if any)
and interest, then SRAC may discharge the indenture with respect to the particular series of debt securities - including
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its payment obligations - by delivering the ruling or opinion to the trustee and satisfying the other conditions provided
for in the indenture. (Section 13.4) Under present ruling positions of the Internal Revenue Service, SRAC cannot
obtain such a ruling or opinion.

Discharge of the Indenture

SRAC may also discharge the indenture, and all of its obligations under the indenture - including its payment
obligations - if:

all securities issued under the indenture have been canceled or delivered to the trustee to be canceled; or• 
all securities issued under the indenture that have not been canceled

have become due and payable in accordance with their terms; or• 
will become due and payable in accordance with their terms within one year; or• 
will be called for redemption within one year under arrangements that satisfy the trustee.• 

• 

To discharge the indenture in these circumstances, SRAC must deposit trust funds with the trustee in an amount
sufficient to pay all principal, interest and premiums on the outstanding securities until they mature or are redeemed.
SRAC must also deliver a certificate of one of its officers and an opinion of counsel, each stating that SRAC has
complied with all conditions precedent to the satisfaction and discharge of the indenture. (Section 13.1)

Guarantees

Sears may fully and unconditionally guarantee all payments with respect to the debt securities. The guarantees are a
direct, unsecured obligation of Sears. The obligations under the guarantees are limited so as not to constitute a
fraudulent conveyance under applicable law. The guarantees are a continuing guarantee and will be binding upon
Sears and its successors and will inure to the benefit of the successors to the Trustee and the holders of the debt
securities guaranteed. The guarantees will constitute a guarantee of payment and not of collection.
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Regarding the Trustees

JPMorgan Chase Bank, BNY Midwest Trust Company and certain of their respective affiliates perform other services
for SRAC.

PLAN OF DISTRIBUTION

SRAC may sell its debt securities to or through underwriters, directly to other purchasers or through agents. SRAC
anticipates offering its debt securities directly to brokers or dealers, investment companies, insurance companies,
banks, savings and loan associations and trust companies or similar institutions, and to trusts for which a bank, savings
and loan association, trust company or investment adviser is the trustee or is authorized to make investment decisions.

SRAC may distribute its debt securities from time to time in one or more transactions:

at a fixed price or prices, which may change;• 
at market prices prevailing at the time of sale;• 
at prices related to such prevailing market prices; or• 
at negotiated prices.• 

The supplement to this prospectus will describe the method of distribution of any particular series of debt securities.
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In connection with the sale of its debt securities, SRAC, or the purchasers of debt securities for whom the underwriters
may act as agents, may compensate the underwriters in the form of discounts, concessions or commissions.
Underwriters may sell SRAC's debt securities to or through dealers and may compensate the dealers in the form of
discounts, concessions or commissions. Dealers may also receive commissions from the purchasers of debt securities,
for whom they may act as agents. Under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, the Commission may deem
underwriters, dealers and agents that participate in the distribution of debt securities to be underwriters. The
Commission also may deem any discounts, commissions or concessions and any profit on the resale of debt securities
to be underwriting discounts and commissions under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended. The supplement to this
prospectus will identify any such underwriter or agent and will describe any such compensation.

SRAC may enter into agreements to indemnify underwriters, dealers and agents that participate in the distribution of
its debt securities against certain liabilities, including liabilities under the Securities Act.

LEGAL OPINION

Unless otherwise specified in the supplement to this prospectus, Andrea L. Zopp, Senior Vice President and General
Counsel of Sears, will pass upon the legality of the guarantees for Sears.

EXPERTS

The financial statements and the related financial statement schedule of Sears and the financial statements of SRAC
incorporated in this prospectus by reference from Sears' and SRAC's Annual Reports on Form 10-K for the year ended
January 3, 2004 have been audited by Deloitte & Touche LLP, independent auditors, as stated in their reports (which
Sears report expresses an unqualified opinion and includes an explanatory paragraph referring to changes in
accounting for goodwill in 2002 and methods of accounting for credit card securitizations, derivative instruments and
hedging activities in 2001, as required by new accounting standards), which are incorporated herein by reference, and
have been so incorporated in reliance upon the reports of such firm given upon their authority as experts in accounting
and auditing.
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